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Guide to Collecting Sports Stickers with / for
Kids

A common complaint among collectors,
especially those with kids or grandchildren,
is that collecting is no longer for children.
While it is true that that many of the current
o!erings from card companies are aimed
primarily at adults, there are still a handful of
avenues that target younger collectors. In
fact, collections of sports stickers, such as
2013 Topps MLB Sticker Collection, are some
of the most popular hobby products in the
world.

Collecting sports stickers are a good pastime
for children. They take the sports they like
and play, and make collecting a hands-on pastime. Stickers connect kids to baseball,
football, hockey, basketball and soccer in a way that can be much more ful"lling than just
casually watching a game on television. Over time, these could also act as a gateway to the
more expansive world of sports cards.

Bene!ts of Collecting Sports Stickers
The majority of sports sticker collections are admittedly plain. However, this can be a good
thing, as it helps keep the prices down and allows beginning collectors to pick up the
basics without being overwhelmed. Another appealing aspect of collecting sports stickers
is that it can be done by yourself, with friends or as a family.

Collecting sports stickers can also be a way of making learning fun. Stickers and albums
can help kids with basic reading skills. Stats and organizing the stickers by number are
great for basic math skills. And because it's doing something they enjoy, chances are a lot
of children will learn without even knowing it, one of the best ways to deeper
understandings of concepts.

The learning continues as young sticker collectors get to know more about sports. Parents
and family can help this by sitting down with their kids as they open packs. It's an easy,
informal way to start conversations about baseball, your hometown football team or the
world's greatest basketball players. Passion is contagious. If your kids sense your
enthusiasm, there's a better chance they'll be infected.
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Shop For Sports Sticker Boxes

 
MLB Topps 2013 Baseball Sticker

Collection Unopened Sealed Box [50
Packs]
$44.99

 
2013 Panini NFL Football 50-Pack Sticker

Box
$49.99

Home Products Players Baseball Basketball Football Hockey Soccer WWE Non-Sport Funko More
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Another appealing aspect is that sports stickers can be a good incentive for young kids to
work hard in school or to do their chores. They're a fun alternative to allowance. Simply
buy a box and keep it stashed away somewhere. Then you can disperse a pack or two per
week, or however many you decide. By having a full box on hand, you won't be constantly
running to the store to buy more stickers. This also means that you can o!er more
spontaneous incentives if you so desire. Boxes are also cheaper in the long run.

But let's face it, a lot of kids simply love stickers. They're fun. You can encourage your kids
to collect a complete set and then use the duplicates to decorate binders or poster boards
that can be hung on the wall. Many collections even come with their own pullout poster
that have spots for stickers on them.

 

Sports Stickers vs. Sports Cards
Sports stickers are relatively cheap. They're usually about $1 a pack and $2 for the album
at the store. However, if you're looking to go after a full set, you can "nd unopened boxes
and save money. While there are sports cards in this price range, most sets are more
expensive. Also, the many insert sets can also be overwhelming for young collectors who
just want something simple.

To many, sports cards are, at least in part, an investment. Even those who don't normally
sell want to have that option in the future if need be. Sports stickers, in general, are very
di!erent. It's more about building a set than uncovering a single sticker that will garner
the price of the box. There isn't a huge secondary market for sports stickers. Some player
and team collectors may branch over from cards, but not a lot. Further emphasizing the
set focus is the fact that Panini lets collectors buy the singles they need at very reasonable
prices.

The other big di!erence between sports stickers and sports cards is the presentation.
Stickers are smaller. And while they almost always have the player's name on the front,
stats are usually left for the album.

 
2013 Panini NFL Football 50-Pack Sticker

Box Unopened with 72 Page Album
$45.00

 
Lot Of (6) 2012-13 Panini hockey sticker

Box With 50 Packs
$29.97

2013-14 Panini NHL Hockey Stickers Sealed
Box

$19.99
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A Gateway to Card Collecting?
For many card collectors, their start in the hobby came with sports stickers. They may not
carry the prestige of an autograph or memorabilia card, but there are lots of skills that
transfer from stickers to cards. Organization is one. And even though stickers are often
peeled and stuck in an album, parents can also teach their kids a lesson in handling. A
sticker that's carefully placed in the album is much more attractive than one that's
crooked or torn. Hopefully, if they continue collecting, the experience they had as a kid will
better prepare them for handling the more valuable cards they will come across later on.

And you never know what will be valuable in ten or 20 years. It is crazy to see how
valuable the seemingly worthless card sheets from Sports Illustrated for Kids Magazine
have become. While the general rule is that sports stickers don't gain a lot of value, there
are some big-time exceptions. A Panini Mike Tyson sticker from 1986 sold for $5,000 in
February, 2013. However, it should still be stressed that the main focus of stickers be for
bene"ts other than making money. If that does happen, great. But that is probably best
left as a side bene"t.

Top Sports Sticker Products
Each of the major sports have yearly sticker
collections. Topps currently produces baseball
stickers while Panini does football, basketball and
hockey. Both also do soccer collections that are
particularly popular in Europe and other parts of
the world. Click on the links below to shop for boxes
of the latest and most popular sports sticker
products.

2013 Topps MLB Sticker Collection - Baseball
2012-13 Panini NBA Sticker Collection - Basketball
2012 Panini NFL Sticker Collection - Football
2012-13 Panini NHL Sticker Collection - Hockey
2013 Topps Premier League - Soccer
2012 Panini UEFA Euro Cup Sticker Collection - Soccer

Beyond Sports Stickers
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Sell Your Cards

Advertise on Cardboard Connection

Newsletter

Cardboard Connection Forum

Social Media

Follow us on Twitter

 Connect with us on Facebook

 Follow us on Instagram

 Follow us on Pinterest

Subscribe to the Newsletter
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Your email address

 Sign up

Privacy guaranteed. Your information will not
be shared or sold under any circumstances.

Hot O" the Presses

 Topps Living Set UEFA Champions League
Europa League Cards Checklist Breakdown

 2021 Topps Garbage Pail Kids Collectors Club
GPK Stickers Set
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Beyond Sports Stickers
Even if your kids aren't sports fans, they can still get a taste of the
hobby. Sets exist for several entertainment and pop culture
products, particularly from Panini. Here are some of the more
popular and recent entertainment sticker o!erings:

One Direction
Angry Birds
Phineas and Ferb
Cute Animals
Disney Shows and Movies

 Funko Pop Tokidoki Figures

 Ultimate Funko Pop One Piece Figures
Gallery and Checklist

 2021 Topps Archives Signature Series Active
Player Edition Baseball Cards

Kawhi Leonard
2012 Panini
Sticker #157 BGS 9
= PSA 9 SCARCE!!!
ROOKIE!!! 
$99.00

Kobe Bryant2012-
13Panini Prestige
Card # 21 Lakers.
Autographed With
Coa Sticker 
$589.99

LEBRON JAMES
2012-13 RC PANINI
STICKER LOT MVP
EUROPEAN
EDITION HEAT
LAKERS 
$19.99

2012-13 Panini
Stickers European
#157 Kawhi
Leonard Spurs RC
Rookie PSA 10
Gem 
$499.95

2012-13 Panini
Stickers LeBron
James #262 Miami
Heat PSA 10 
$199.00

2013-14 Panini
NBA Sticker
Collection Album
Book - New &
Empty 
$5.40

LeBron James
2012-13 Panini
Sticker #252 NBA
Finals MVP Trophy
PSA 10 Gem Mint 
$299.95

2013 Panini
Stickers Lebron
James PSA 10
Kobe Bryant PSA
10 ALL STAR! POP
1!

! !! !

 
$1879.99
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2013-14 Panini
Stickers Lebron
James #129 Miami
Heat NBA
Collection 
$9.99

2012-13 Panini
Stickers European
#157 Kawhi
Leonard Spurs RC
Rookie PSA 9
MINT 
$149.95

PANINI NBA 2012
13 European
Edition -
ANTHONY DAVIS
rookie sticker #
A72 - new 
$29.90

PANINI NBA
STICKERS 2012
2013.ALBUM+SET
COMPLETO SIN
PEGAR. 
$302.63

PANINI NBA 2012
13 European
Edition - KAWHI
LEONARD rookie
sticker # 157 - new
$39.90

2013-14 Panini
NBA Stickers
Collection Lebron
James #363 Miami
Heat
Championship 
$19.99

DAMIAN LILLARD
rookie sticker
panini series Nba
2012 2013 from
photo 
$29.99

2012-13 Panini
Stickers Kobe
Bryant Lebron
James All Star
Game SP #256
MINT (B) 
$24.99

Kawhi Leonard
2012 Panini
Sticker #157 BGS 9
(with 9.5 Corners
& Edges!) = PSA 9 
$129.00

PANINI NBA
STICKER
COLLECTION 2012
2013 STARTER
ALBUM KIT NEW 
$6.95

2013-14 Panini
NBA Stickers
Collection Miami
Heat 3 & 4 Lebron
James Dwyane
Wade 
$39.99

2012-13 Panini
Stickers Anthony
Davis RC Rookie
Card Pelicans
Lakers MINT #241 
$21.99
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Trey Treutel
 |  E-Mail Author 
Trey Treutel is an Ole Miss grad and a lifelong sports fanatic. He is a
huge fan of the NBA and NFL, as well as soccer, college basketball
and college football. As a kid, he collected football and basketball
cards. In more recent years, he started collecting basketball cards
again on a whim and has since expanded to other sports and entertainment options.
Find Trey on Twitter at @datreute. 
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